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JÄRVED, Sweden, and LEUVEN, Belgium - October 1, 2019  
 
Today, Nordic Medtech AB and icometrix announce a strategic partnership, with the goal to further standardize 
and improve the care of patients with neurological disorders in the Nordic and Baltic countries.	
 
Determining the right diagnosis and treatment for patients with neurological disorders is a great challenge in the 
healthcare sector. This, together with the availability and continuous development of multiple treatments, 
emphasizes the need for early diagnosis and prompt treatment optimization.  
 
With this partnership, Nordic Medtech AB will represent icometrix’ entire icobrain portfolio as a direct supplier in 
the Nordic and Baltic countries. The clinically approved icobrain solutions assist in the enhanced diagnosis and 
follow-up of people with multiple sclerosis, dementia, brain trauma and epilepsy. It enables radiologists and 
neurologists to quantify and track different brain abnormalities on patients’ MRI and CT scans using AI. 
icobrain presents this information in a concise report, including healthy control data, which aids in the 
interpretation and communication of the results. 
 
Nordic Medtech's CEO Pierre Vestman is proud to secure a partnership with icometrix in the company's efforts to 
offer the most advanced solutions to aid in the early diagnosis, support, and treatment of neurological 
diseases. "Nordic Medtech's agreement with icometrix, will allow us to offer our customers one of the market's 
leading players in the field of diagnosis and monitoring with the support of Artificial Intelligence. AI in diagnosis is 
undoubtedly an important piece of the puzzle to create the optimal care. With, among else, many scientific 
publications behind them we see icometrix being the obvious partner." 
 
 “We are delighted to work together with Nordic Medtech AB as distributor for the Nordic and Baltic 
countries”  stated Wim Van Hecke , CEO of icometrix, “The experience of many years in the field of radiology and 
specifically also in the field of MRI, gathered by the people driving Nordic Medtech, will absolutely contribute to 
the right support for the icometrix products in the Nordic and Baltic Countries”  
 
About icometrix 
icometrix (Leuven, Belgium; Chicago, IL, USA) is the world leader in software solutions to obtain clinically 
meaningful data from brain MRI and CT scans. The fully automated icobrain software has market clearance in the 
USA, Europe, Japan, Canada, Brazil, India, and Australia. Today, the CE-marked and FDA-cleared 
icobrain portfolio consists of icobrain ms, icobrain dm and icobrain tbi for MRI and icobrain dm and 
icobrain tbi for CT, and is used in patients with multiple sclerosis, dementia, and traumatic brain injury. 
icometrix works with key healthcare providers and pharmaceutical companies on the evaluation of drugs for 
neurological diseases. 
 
Please visit icometrix.com for further information. 
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About Nordic Medtech AB	
Nordic Medtech AB was formed with a clear vision and mission: To become a leading supplier and to provide 
cutting-edge technology solutions for healthcare in the form of Artificial Intelligence. With many years of experience 
in medical technology both as a user and supplier, we are passionate about giving the healthcare the best solutions 
to ensure optimum care.	
Our partners are well reputed and recognized in the world market. Together with Nordic Medtech’s knowledge 
and experience, this ensures good conditions for creating better care.	
 
Please visit medtechnordic.com for further information. 
 


